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Abstract. With the continuous development of science and technology, the applied range of real-time 
database becomes more and more extensive, it can construct an effective bridge between traditional 
database technology and real-time system, ensure the optimizing operation of management 
information system, and the completeness of historical data can be all-round upgraded. It should be 
noted that in the process of preserving historical data, users need to have high frequency access to the 
historical data, need to combine real-time database to carry out comprehensive treatment for 
historical data. This paper made an analysis on the historical data connotation and store procedure, 
made a concentrated discussion on the data treatment mechanism based on real-time database system 
at the same time with historical data treatment system, aims to provide more valuable reference 
advice for technical researchers.  

Introduction 
There are only three widely used real-time database products all over the world: PI of OSI, PHD of 

HONEYWELL and IP21 of AspenTech in the US. Under the development background of the bid data 
age, applying different real-time database can solve practical issues. Especially in industrial 
manufacture, the data task must be managed and regulated in real time to effectively maintain the 
sharing mechanism and control effect of data, thus to ensure the confined structure can meet actual 
requirements. Though during the operation process, traditional real-time information control system 
also can support time limit instruction, while the targeted structure is relatively simplify, its 
relationship is rather stable and can realize effective forecast processing, not involve large data 
analysis and shared structure. For the industrial real-time database system, the most important core 
function of historical data processing is to construct historical record of data analysis, it is based on its 
high frequency use, management and integration of control application and real-time requirements 
can be realized. In order to decrease the reading burden of the whole system, it needs to record little 
recent historical data, that is to store historical data, delete data beyond limits to set up complete data 
analysis structure and transfer system.  

On one hand, data is directly recorded in the memory unit, the application of control software and 
real-time optimizing software can manage the frequently accessed information on a certain extent, in 
virtue of memory access speed, combine real-time access demand to make selective management for 
historical data to ensure control system meet the actual standard. Besides, system can selectively store 
historical data in the historical database of the disc according to requirement, to lay a solid foundation 
for the easy access and treatment of data. On the other hand, using disc historical data to store disc 
files to effectively read its data analysis structure, for long storage time and a large amount of 
historical data can establish more effective treatment mechanism and control measure, ensure 
management model confirms to standard and also provide guarantee for the overall optimizing of the 
backup management project. To further optimize the operation effect of disk history database, 
upgrade transfer structure and backup buffer management, ensure the stability of read performance, it 
is necessary to conduct in-depth analysis and research on the structure and data buffer area of 
historical data files, focus on compression algorithm and so on. In the foreign PI, real-time database 
technology has a very wide development market, whether its performance or function extension 
direction has realized the comprehensive optimization of technology. It is worth mentioning that the 
PI project mainly uses the crushing algorithm and secondary filtration technique, which can 
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effectively choose data structures that meet data compression technology requirements and treatment 
effect. 

In the process of analyzing real-time database, because real-time database collect data from below 
by virtue of interface software, data will be simultaneously written in the main memory database and 
disk historical database, corresponding measurement point configuration can be confirmed 
effectively, also lays a solid foundation for the complete integration of stored data. After the length of 
stored data exceeds stipulate value, it is need to replace the old data structure, to ensure treatment 
effect and the completeness of data analysis system, also provide convenience for data compression. 
During the process of real-time database interface software processing, it needs to collect data and 
transfer information through OPC communication method, during information collection,  data 
collected by interface software is different data unit for different structure and application path. 
During copy process, files by virtue of module upgrade, begins to practice specific principles. Before 
process data being stored in the disk, technicians need to make a comprehensive analysis and 
concentrate integration for data, improve effectiveness through compression treatment .That is to say, 
in the actual work development, specific compression method need to combine the completeness of 
data compression algorithm in the data structure operation. In order to ensure the process 
completeness of store in disk, it is necessary to make one time processing for historical data. Interface 
software simultaneously control memory-based history database and data control system, data 
compression module and data buffering module, providing guarantee for the all-round upgrade of 
historical data file[1]. 

Historical data processing categories 
In order to make whole process analysis and control for disk historical database, during the disk 

history database management process, it is necessary to read historical data in different No. disk and 
keep it in the format of magnetic disk file, the design structure mainly includes historical data file and 
management information file, different file type can be applied in different fields. Real-time database 
project can form effective data management system by virtue of more management information file 
and historical data file. Besides, the storage no. of historical data file and index information are 
important path to set up data link frame, which needs technicians to combine real problems to make 
critical-path analysis and comprehensive treatment, ensure the practical treatment effect of time data 
file to ensure data treatment level confirms expectation.  

Firstly, in order to describe disk historical database, first need to ensure the effectiveness of 
historical data file. Historical data file normally is the first page of the file, which recorded the index 
position and data pages of this data file. That is to say, by virtue of index link can index some time 
historical data page, by using binary search or sequential search to effectively implement positioning 
operation, ensure historical data lock effect. Then, in order to effectively manage information file and 
realize fast position historical data parameter in a certain time period, and ensure the effectiveness of 
information file structure, upgrade historical data file management effect, practice one-to-many 
relation structure. 

Secondly, in order to analyze disk historical data buffer to ensure not occur frequently read disk 
area problem. Place historical data that will be written in disk inside the buffer, after a certain amount, 
write the relevant data at once. Therefore, in the system, it is necessary to combine practical situation 
to set up storage time. Only after system finished, can data in the historical data buffer all be written 
into data file structure to realize the application effect of upgrading historical data[2]. Only by 
analyzing the size of the buffer zone by system parameters can the user analyze and integrate the data 
application speed and specific project, and then implement the dynamic buffer zone[3]. Especially in 
the measurement configuration, set different measurement points according to requirements, thus to 
ensure the length of the memory history data meets the actual requirements, the allocation of data 
space for configuration information is carried out, data entered into the memory database are 
effectively compressed, the pretreatment effect conforms to the standard. After data being collected 
through interface software, to conduct in-depth analysis and integration, thus to be effectively added 
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to the memory database, after the data area is filled in, obsolete old data, ensure new collected data 
can display its real effectiveness. 

Historical data processing based on real-time database system 
Building overall structure 

In the process of real-time scheduling, it needs to operate and control through the module 
management system, therefore, it is necessary to establish a sound dynamic link library structure to 
ensure real-time database system can play its real value. In the process of establishing the overall 
frame structure, in order to further satisfy the real-time module control effect, need to manage the disk 
history data, focus on in-depth integration of management information files and historical data file. 
After the interface module runs, read-write operation module is used to compress the data efficiently, 
thus to establish data page storage mechanism, and make centralized management for information file 
access system and management information file, retrieve the historical data file access module, give 
play to the advantage of the disk history data buffer, finally read the historical data file. It should be 
noted that in the actual application process, interface module is not just the basic unit of data transfer 
and processing, it is also the basic path for the external call module to provide the interface function, 
relevant project managers are required to give high priority. Only to optimize the read-write operation 
module fundamentally, can effectively master the core of the historical library, at the same time with 
optimize the read-write function to conduct in-depth analysis and centralized processing for the upper 
interface module. It is worth mentioning that at the same time with reading point data for compressed 
file on the disk, also need to add data analysis mechanism and to carry out i n-depth investigation and 
control for the start time of the data and disk history data analysis structure[4]. 
Building functional modules 

In the process of comprehensive analysis of data structure, in-depth analysis and centralized 
integration of functional modules should be carried out. Firstly, while providing a full-range read and 
write operation for historical data, read and write operation function module can ensure the stability 
and effectiveness of data processing, to lay a solid foundation for system optimization and upgrading. 
And can read the relevant core data for a certain period of time through this module[5]. Secondly, 
compression function module, in the process of establishment and operation of industrial control 
mechanism, the control structure should be coordinated, measurement points can integrate a lot of 
real-time data, because there are too much data, in the process of space management, compression 
processing is a very necessary process. At present, common compression structure mainly includes 
loss compression and lossless compression, the  former is the process of screening, sifting through a 
large amount of data in the disk history library with loss compression , thus to determine the data that 
needs to be saved to the historical data file and the data to be discarded. The latter is to encode the raw 
data, on the basis of saving storage space to keep the data intact. Thirdly, analyzing data page storage 
module can make real-time operation of the page, mainly deals with historical data pages and data 
index pages, provide guarantee for data access module code optimization. 

Conclusion 
All in all, historical data processing mechanism based on real time database system, to upgrade the 

management effect needs to actively implement more systematic control measures and information 
integration methods, optimize the use of buffer zones and memory-based history database, ensure 
data integrity, meanwhile, improve the sharing of data, achieve a comprehensive upgrade of the 
technology, and lay a solid foundation for the sustainable development of data analysis system. 
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